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Tensor perturbations generate both E and
B modes
r = tensor-to-scalar ratio (in power),
related to energy scale of inflation

CMB angular power spectra
TT
• B-mode signal is very faint! Need excellent
instrumental sensitivity (lots of detectors and a good
site)
• Target recombination bump (ℓ~80→few degrees) or
reionization bump (ℓ<10→full sky)
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• Control of instrumental systematics is essential to
detect B modes in presence of temperature and Emode anisotropies (also, emission from ground,
atmosphere, optics, etc)

Galactic foregrounds are a major challenge
for deep B-mode measurements (as shown
here by Planck)
• Thermal emission from dust dominates at high frequencies
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• Synchrotron emission dominates at low frequencies
• Foreground amplitude varies dramatically over the sky, but
there is no observing field / observing frequency that is
clean enough for B-mode searches without component
separation (requires multiple observing frequencies)
• We are still learning about potential complexity of the
foregrounds, i.e. spatial variation in SED leading to
decorrelation of the foreground map across frequencies
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Weak lensing of the CMB as a source of B-mode confusion
TT
• Gravitational lensing by large scale structure creates
~arcminute deflections with correlations over ~degree
scales, mixes primordial E and B modes
• Lensing B modes have identical blackbody spectrum, but
can be distinguished by non-Gaussian signature or using
non-CMB tracer of large scale structure
EE
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• First demonstrations of delensing have been recently
published:
Carron, Lewis, and Challinor, JCAP 05, 035, 2017 (arXiv:1701.01712)
Manzotti et al, ApJ 846, 45, 2017 (arXiv:1701.04396)
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Current state of the art
• r < 0.07 at 95% confidence from
BICEP/Keck 2010–2015 results (95, 150,
and 220 GHz)
• Analysis includes Planck and WMAP
data in common sky area (fsky ~ 1%)
• Polarized dust detected at high
significance. Still compatible with
simple dust model (no decorrelation)
• Hints of polarized synchrotron
• No delensing (yet)

Keck Array and BICEP2 Collaborations,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 221301, 2018 (arXiv:1810.05216)

SPIDER
• Balloon-borne instrument made up of six small-aperture
telescopes. Detectors and optical design similar to BICEP/
Keck, but optimized for low loading at stratospheric
altitude.
• Observing field covers ~12% of the sky. Cryogenic stepped
half-wave plate to achieve Q/U coverage and control
instrumental systematics.
• January 2015 LDB flight with observations at 95 and 150
GHz (2400 detectors). Planned second flight December
2019 will include 280 GHz observations.
• After two flights, aim to achieve 3𝞼 detection for r > 0.003
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CLASS
• Currently observing from Atacama at 40 and 90 GHz (two
telescopes). Plan to deploy second 90 GHz telescope and
150/220 multichroic telescope.
• Observing 75% of the sky. Fast polarization modulation (VPM)
to access largest angular scales (reionization bump).
• Aims to achieve sensitivity to r ~ 0.01 and reionization science.

PIPER
• Series of balloon flights in Northern and Southern hemispheres
with telescopes observing at 200, 270, 350, and 600 GHz.
• Will eventually map 85% of the sky. Also uses VPM to access
large angular scales.
• Aims to achieve sensitivity to r ~ 0.007 and dust science.
photo: Matthew Petroff

BICEP Array

rrently Designing BICEP Array Telescope Mount

This time next year this machine will be in the PAN high-bay for
utfitting – then it will be shipped to South Pole for installation

• Build on achieved performance of the
BICEP/Keck observing program to reach
sensitivity corresponding to 𝞼(r) < 0.004
• Four high throughput telescopes observing
from South Pole at 30/40, 90, 150, and
220/270 GHz. More than 30k detectors!
• Deep survey of few percent of very clean
sky. Delensing in collaboration with South
Pole Telescope (SPT-3G).
• Planned deployment of first two telescopes
in 2019—2020 austral summer
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• Three small-aperture telescopes with 30,000+ detectors in
six bands from 27—280 GHz. Large-aperture telescope
(additional 30k detectors) will enable delensing and carry
out large area survey for non-inflation science.
• Polarization modulation by continuously-rotating cryogenic
half-wave plate (demonstrated by ABS).
• Small-area survey for primordial B modes maps 10% of the
sky to depth of 2 𝝁K arcmin (93+145 GHz combined). Target
𝞼(r) = 0.003
• Observations planned to commence in early 2020s
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• Large collaboration to build a new observatory in Atacama
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Figure 2. A cross-section showing how the LATR couples to the LAT
SAT Array from the top. It then reflects o↵ the 6 m primary (M1) a
the telescope
receiver. The receiver always operates in the horizontal orientation sh
the telescope elevation structure. Therefore, a separate mechanism i
the telescope elevation structure moves M1 and M2 in rotation.

SAT ground screen
two orthogonal polarizations in each of the two frequency
band
More details of the systematics associated with both detector ar
crosstalk can be found in Crowley et al. 2018.20

2.1 Microwave multiplexing readout electronics

The µmux
readout
technology
is capable
of reading out thous
images:
Galitzki
et al, SPIE
2018 (arXiv:1808.04493)
The high multiplexing factor vastly simplifies the cabling for the

1.3 Primordial Density Perturbations

• “Ultimate” ground-based CMB experiment,
incorporating small and large-aperture telescopes
sited in Atacama and at the South Pole. Order of
magnitude increase in sensitivity over Stage 3
experiments.
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• Detecting primordial B modes is a major science
driver responsible for small-aperture telescopes
and small-area deep survey. Target 𝞼(r) < 0.0005 to
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rule out large field models of inflation. Detect at 5𝞼
for r = 0.003 scenario.
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• Collaboration has formed and detailed design and
Figure 3.
forecasting are underway!
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Forecast of CMB-S4 constraints in the ns –r plane for a fiducial model with r = 0. Also sh

LiteBIRD
• Proposed satellite mission (JAXA) to carry out full sky survey
targeting B modes at degree scales and larger
• 15 observing bands from 34–448 GHz
• Achieve map depth of 3 𝞵K arcmin, 𝞼(r) ~ 0.001

PICO
• Probe-class mission concept currently under study (NASA)
• 1.4-m aperture telescope
• 21 observing bands from 21–799 GHz
• Achieve map depth <1 𝞵K arcmin, 𝞼(r) ~ 0.0002

Inflation science from CMB spectral distortions
• CMB blackbody spectrum is modified by
energy injection from a variety of
processes
• Shape of the spectral distortion
contains information about when the
energy injection occurred

figure: Chluba, Moriond 2014 (arXiv:1405.6938)

Inflation science from CMB spectral distortions
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• CMB blackbody spectrum is modified by
energy injection from a variety of
processes
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• Shape of the spectral distortion
contains information about when the
energy injection occurred
• By measuring energy lost to Silk
damping, can reconstruct primordial
scalar spectrum to much smaller scales
than is possible with CMB anisotropies,
access 17 e-foldings of inflation!
• Spectrum measurement can only be
done from a satellite…

ℓ
figure: Khatri and Sunyaev, JCAP 06, 26, 2013 (arXiv:1303.7212)

Figure 1. Power which disappears from the anisotropies appears in the monopole as spectral distortions. CMB

